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I'm Tracy K. Smith, and this is the slow down.

00:23
Sometimes as a parent, I find myself giving my daughter advice that I myself have failed to take,
like, Don't smoke. Sometimes when I feel that particular twinge of hypocrisy, I'll fess up and tell her
the true story. Well, when I was in college, I took up smoking, I thought it was cool. When you're
young, you don't realize that you might end up getting hurt or sick from the foolish things you do.
Now that I'm older, all I can do is pray that my years as a smoker won't end up making me sick.
My daughter knows I was married once to someone before her father. But Have I told her the
whole story of that period from my life? Of course not. Not yet, at her young age, what sense
might it make, but I dream of the two of us, sitting together as women one day and talking
without fear about what we know and feel and have struggled to learn. That's one of my grand
parental dreams. Today's poem, his essay on re entry by Reginald Dwayne Betts, it picks up from
the moment when the speaker's young son overhears his father, talking about the time he served
in prison. I imagine that of all the things a parent might want to hold off revealing to a child until
exactly the right moment. incarceration must be high on the list. But we don't always have the
luxury of deciding when and how our children learn the things they do. Sometimes life makes
those decisions without consulting us. Can we know one another completely? Maybe, maybe not.
But with courage, we can allow ourselves to be known by the people we love. Sometimes that
kind of surrender is what sets us truly free. essay on re entry by reginal Dwayne Betts at 2am,
without enough spirits spilling into my liver to know to keep my mouth shot. My youngest learned
of years, I spent inside a box, a spell a kind of incantation I was under, not whiskey, but history. I
ROM demand this months before he would drop bucket after bucket on opposing players, the
entire bedraggled bunch, five and six and he leaping as if every layup erases something. That's
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how I saw my screaming coaching, sweating presence, recompense for the pen. My father has
never seen me play ball is part of this. My oldest new told of my crimes by a stranger, tell me we
aren't running towards failure is what I want to ask my sons, but it is to in the am the oldest has
gone off to dream in the comfort of his room. The youngest, despite him seeming more lucid than
me, just reflects cartoons back from his eyes. So when he tells me, daddy, it's okay, I know. What's
happening is some straggling Angel lost from his pack, finding a way to fulfill his duty lending
words to this kid who crawls into my arms, wanting more than stories of my prison, the sleep that
he fought while I held court at a bar with men who knew that when the drinking was done, the
drinking wouldn't make the stories we brought home any easier to tell. The slow down is a
production of American Public Media, in partnership with the Poetry Foundation. To get a poem
delivered to you daily, go to slow down show.org and sign up for our newsletter. Follow the slow
down on Instagram and Twitter at slow down show
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